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Welcome to the EvoSoccer Online Evasion Programme, * the worlds first online evasion / 
attacking skills programme. The aim of our platform is to develop soccer players of all 
ages and abilities from all over the world, to provide the knowledge and skills to 
understand, excel and be creative in 1 v 1 scenarios.  

Culture and society has changed, young people no longer play on the street, but socialise 
through technology. More than ever, aspiring players need a progressive curriculum both 
on and off field to guide their development and help them take control of their journey.  

Transforming their Potential into Excellence. 

#LearnGrowPerform 
#DeCodingTheGame  
#PotentialintoExcellence �
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The aim of EvoSoccer is not to take away from the fantastic work delivered by recreational 
clubs and academy coaches, but to support individual player development.  

All delivered through our unique platform, this 52 week programme with 400 + tutorial 
videos will truly inspire and educate all young players. Our 60 individual skills have 
already helped many aspiring soccer players sign to Premier League and Championship 
academies in England, creating the next Evolution of attacking players.  
  

Forged in Sheffield England, the birth place of the beautiful game, students will learn 
how consistent daily action of 30 minutes a day, can develop your potential into 
excellence.  
 

“The journey of a thousand miles starts with a single step.”  

Lao-Tzu 

#LearnGrowPerform 
#DeCodingTheGame  
#PotentialintoExcellence �
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 “Practice doesn’t make perfect. Only perfect practice makes 
perfect.” 

 Vince Lombardi  

#LearnGrowPerform 
#DeCodingTheGame  
#PotentialintoExcellence �

Once logged into the platform students will be welcomed into the EvoFamily and begin 
to learn the concepts and principles of the EvoWay including Y- Lines, Mirroring, our 
Decoding process, Manipulation of space, Timings, Triggers and Perception Action 
Coupling. 
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Our platform can be accessed on 
mobile, tablet, laptop or desktop and is 
compatible with both IPhone and 

Android. Allowing students to gain 
access both on field and at home.   
Each week students will receive detailed 
tutorial videos, on how to execute 
evasion skills; building up from our 
fundamental components, to be able to 
execute in live game scenarios off both 

the right and left side. Each Evasion skill is delivered 
through five levelled tutorial videos, using our unique 
Decoding process.  

Our Decoding process aims to accelerate the 
development of motor control and skill acquisition 
through the game. 

Don’t think outside the box, think as if 
there is no box. 

“Break the rules, change the game.” 

#LearnGrowPerform 
#DeCodingTheGame  
#PotentialintoExcellence �
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Weekly check in videos from our lead 
Mentors, help provide motivation, 
comprehensive detail and clarity to 
each week. They also discuss common 
problems students may face at each 
stage of their journey.  

Students will learn the  
Evo Self-Review process which 
will accelerate their learning 
through an experiential 
learning cycle. Giving all 
students the skills and tools to 
take ownership of their own 
journey. 

“Leaders Create Leaders.”  

All Blacks 

#LearnGrowPerform 
#DeCodingTheGame  
#PotentialintoExcellence �
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We use an interleaving 
session design to 
increase levels of 
retention and enhance 
the transfer of skills 
from practice to 
performance through 
“Repetition Without 
Repetition.”  

 

Our MSM Models help 
all our students develop 
a deeper understanding 
of the How, What, Why, 
Where and When to 
execute each individual 
evasion skill. 
Understanding what 
components make up 
the skill, where and 
when the skills are 
effective, which 
perceptual triggers are 
effective and why. 

“Nothing is particularly hard if you divide it into small parts.” 

Henry Ford  

#LearnGrowPerform 
#DeCodingTheGame  
#PotentialintoExcellence �
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Our EvoSoccer resources 
will give students the 
tools to track, measure 
and objectively review 
their skills and  
performances both in 
training and on game 
day. 

Evo 20 Mile March  
‘The road to greatness’.  
This habit tracker will 
help our students pursue 
excellence and turn acts 
into habits. 

Our EvoSoccer 
Performance 
Reviews give our 
students the tools 
to evaluate their 
performances  
against their own 
success criteria, 
based around their 
Individual Priority 
Work Ons. 

“Excellence is not an act, but a habit.”  

Aristotle 
#LearnGrowPerform 
#DeCodingTheGame  
#PotentialintoExcellence �
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Our EvoSoccer Video 
Analysis Framework 
brings absolute clarity and 
objectivity to every 
performance. Empowering 
students to track and 
measure their individual 
performances, rather than 
the scoreline. 

 

“No more opinions, just facts.” 
EvoSoccer 

#LearnGrowPerform 
#DeCodingTheGame  
#PotentialintoExcellence �

EvoSoccer   
Video Analysis / Player Review   
Player name:                                                        
 

Evo Soccer Video Analysis / Player Review  
Fixture Pass + 1 

Break line 
+ 2

Regain + 3 Evasion  
( beat a player 
1v1 ) + 5

Foul - 2 
Fouled + 2 

Lost 
Possession 
- 3

Cross into zone 1  
+ 3 

Assist + 7 Goal + 
10

Mins  
Played 

Total

Sheffield  
United 

||||\ ||||\ ||||\ 
||||\ ||||\  
+ 25

 ||||\ ||||\ ||||\ 

+ 15

- || 
- 2

- ||| ||| ||| ||| ||| 
||| 

- 18 

||||\ || 

+ 7

||||\ ||||\  

+ 10

60 57 - 20  

37

Sheffield 
Wednesday 

||||\ ||||\ ||||\  
||||\ ||||\ ||||\  
+ 30

||| 

+ 3

||||\ ||||\ ||||\ 

+ 15

- || || 
- 4

- ||| ||| ||| |||  
- 12

60 48 - 16 

32

Yorkshire  
Elite 

||||\ ||||\ ||||\  
||||\ ||||\  
+ 25

|||  

+ 3

||||\ ||||\ ||||\ 

+ 15

- || || || 
- 6

- ||| ||| |||  
- 9

||| ||| 

+ 6

||||\ || 
||||\ || 
+ 14

||||\ ||||\ 
||||\ ||||\ 
+ 20

80 83- 15 

68

York City ||||\ ||||\ ||||\ 
||||\ ||||\ ||||\  
+ 30

||| ||| |||  
   
+ 9

||||\ ||||\ ||||\ 

+ 15

|| || 

+ 4

- ||| ||| |||  
- 9

||| ||| 

+ 6

||||\ || 

+ 7

||||\ ||||\ 

+ 10

80 81 - 9  

72

Doncaster  
Rovers 

||||\ ||||\ ||||\  
||||\ ||||\  
+ 25

||| ||| ||| ||| |||    

+ 15

||||\ ||||\ ||||\ ||||\ |||| 
||||\ 
+ 30

|| || 

+ 4

- ||| 
- 3 

||| ||| ||| 

+ 9

||||\ || 

+ 7

||||\ ||||\ 
||||\ ||||\ 
+ 20

80 110 - 3 

107

Note; No consequence for losing possession in the attacking third of the pitch, we encourage our students to be creative and play with 
the freedom to express themselves without the fear of failure, Reagin, Advance, Express
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Weekly EvoDiaries are provided
for students of all levels. Giving 

them ownership to plan, 
execute and review the week to 
optimise their time and training 
routines. 

“It’s not the will to win, 
but the will to prepare to win that makes the difference.” 

Bear Bryant 

#LearnGrowPerform 
#DeCodingTheGame  
#PotentialintoExcellence �
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Our Players Charter 
introduces all students to 
our Values Led culture.
Giving them an insight 
into our 11 Core Values
that underpin our 
process’ and delivery.  
Our programme aims to 
develop the 
psychological traits to  
pursue excellence in 
every moment,
ensuring our students 
stand out from the crowd.

We aim to develop, in 
partnership with parents, 
coaches and teachers, 
independent problem 
solvers, who posses the 
mental and social skills to 
excel in life and sport. 

“Be so good, they can’t ignore you.” 

 EvoSoccer 

#LearnGrowPerform 
#DeCodingTheGame  
#PotentialintoExcellence �
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Access to our EvoSoccer Community, through our VIP groups, which support and
challenge all our students and celebrate their achievements from all around the world. 

This exclusive opportunity is available to Academies, Clubs and School Teams who share 
our values and ethos, as well as aspiring individuals who are looking to further develop 
themselves as a person and as a player. Taking their attacking skills to the next level. 

“Nobody will care how much you know, until they know how 
much you care.” 

John Wooden 
#LearnGrowPerform 
#DeCodingTheGame  
#PotentialintoExcellence �
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Long term athlete development needs to change.

Players need to stop hoping and start learning.  

EvoSoccer 
By #DecodingTheGame into the components that underpin elite player development, we ignite a 

journey of bespoke learning. 

Turning Potential into Excellence 

To start your journey today click here

Made in Sheffield  
Registered Office: 3 Booker Rd, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, England   
S8 0GH Company Number: 10300818 *derived from our extensive market research

#LearnGrowPerform 
#DeCodingTheGame  
#PotentialintoExcellence �

https://www.evosocceronline.co.uk/offers/Gr2BwFtM



